
CONDENSED   ELECTIVE   CHOICES   
DC :   Offered   for   Dual   Credit   

**   New   courses   
A   full   description   can   be   found   on   our   MHS   Website   under   the   Course   Catalog.   

AGRICULTURE   

INTRO   TO   AG   MECHANICS   FOR   FEMALES   DC:   (0131)    Entry   level   course   in   mechanics   for   females.   9-10   
  

WOODWORK   FOR   FEMALES:   (0130)     Young   women   are   encouraged   but   open   to   all.   Introduction   to   
woodworking   using   tools/techniques   to   create   craft   items    9-12     Prerequisite   Ag   Mech   for   Females      
  

INTRO   AG   INDUSTRY   1/2:   (0100   )    Introductory   class   in   Ag   Welding   Pathway.   Entry-level   course   that   
explores   all   areas   of   the   Ag   industry.   Includes   projects.   9-10   
  

INTRO   AG   INDUSTRY   3/4 :    (0104)    Introductory   class   in   Ag   Welding   Pathway.   Required   for   FFA   
participation.   Learn   about   Ag   sales   &   service,   job   interviews,   etc.   with   shop   project   work.   11-12   
  

INTRO   TO   AG   MECHANICS   DC   :   (0128   and   0129   )     Introductory   class   in   Ag   Welding   Pathway.   Explores   all   
areas   of   the   mechanics   industry   with   small   hands-on   projects.   9-10   

  
AG   STRUCTURES/WOODWORKING:   (0132   and   0133)    Construct   &   build   wood   projects;   includes   
measuring,   design,   etc.   10-12     Prerequisite:   Intro   Ag   Mechanics  
  

SMALL   GAS   ENGINES:   (0140)     Specialized   skills   for   selection,   operation,   maintenance   &   overhaul   of   small   
air-cooled   engines   with   some   projects.   Grades   11-12     Prerequisite   Intro   to   Ag   Mech.   

  
AG   WELDING   DC:   (0107)     Learn   through   personal   projects   &   use   metal   working   equipment;   focuses   on   
plasma   cam   for   metal   art.   10-12     Prerequisite   Introductory   in   Ag   Mechanics.   
  

AG   FABRICATION   DC:   (0106)    Projects   &   use   of   machinery   &   tools   to   produce   finished   products   &   to   gain   
employability   skills.   10-12      Prerequisite   Ag   Welding .   
  

ADV   AG   FABRICATION/WELDING   DC:   (0118   and   0119)    Capstone   course   to   Welding   Pathway.   
Prerequisite:   Intermediate   course   in   Welding   Pathway   (106   and   107) .   11-12   

  
INTRO   AG   PLANT   INDUSTRY   DC:   (0121)     Introductory   course   in   Horticulture   Pathway.Study   of   soil   
science,   plant   identification,   greenhouse   management,   etc.   Counts   for   lab   science   credit.    9-12     
  

LANDSCAPE   DESIGN:   (0120)    Intermediate   course   in   Horticulture   Pathway.   Identify   plants,   tools,   and   
architectural   features   used   in   modern   landscaping.   Includes   greenhouse   activities.    Prerequisite   Intro   to   Plant   
Industry     9-12   Applied   science   credit.   
  

**FLORAL   DESIGN   &   MARKETING    : (0127)     Skills/techniques   for   developing   &   completing   floral   items   sold   
in   retail   floral   businesses   &   employability   skills.   Counts   for   science   credit.    9-12   
  

AG   ORNAMENTAL   HORT:   (0127)     Capstone   in   Horticulture   Pathway.   Counts   for   lab   science   credit.   
Prerequisite:Intermediate   course   in   Horticulture   Pathway   -   Landscape   Design       10-12     
  

INTRO   LIVESTOCK   INDUSTRY:   (0110)     Introduces   basic   concepts   of   animal   nutrition,   health   behavior,   etc.   
9-11   Former   name   Intro   Animal   Indus.   Applied   science   credit.   



  
ANIMAL   SCIENCE   DC:   (0109)    Develops   knowledge   &   skills   related   to   animal   nutrition,   health,   breeding,   
etc.   Counts   for   lab   science   credit.     Prerequisite:   Intro   to   Livestock   Industry.     9-12   
  

VETERINARY   SCIENCE:   (0144)    Course   offers   the   opportunity   to   use   prior   knowledge   of   anatomy   and   
physiology   by   the   introduction   of   principles   of   disease   diagnosis   and   surgery.   Applied   science   credit.   
Prerequisites:   Intro   to   Livestock   and   Animal   Science.     10-12     
  

STANDARDS   OF   AG   ANIMAL   SCIENCE   DC:   (0146)    Capstone   class.    Offers   an   advanced   foundation   in   
genetics,   nutrition,   marketing   management,   ration   formulation   and   facilities   planning.   Applied   science   credit.   
Prerequisites:   Intro   to   Livestock,   Animal   Science,   Vet   Science.     11-12   
  

BUSINESS   

BUSINESS   COMPUTER   APPLICATION   I:   (0208)     Introduction   to   beginning   computer   usage   in   solving   
business   problems.   Introductory   course   in   Marketing   Pathway.     9-12   
  

**INTRODUCTION   TO   INTERACTIVE   MEDIA :    (0211)      Combination   of   graphics   and   images   with   video,   
audio,   or   animation.   Explore   communication   through   graphic   design,   web   design,   and   video   design.   
Introductory   course   in   Marketing   Pathway.       9-12   

  
BUSINESS   ESSENTIALS:   (0223)     Includes   an   overview   of   accounting,   marketing,   salesmanship,   etc.   
9-12      Prerequisite   Bus   Comp   App   1   or   Intro   to   Interactive   Media   

  
SPORTS   &   ENTERTAINMENT   MARKETING:   (0212)    Concepts   and   theories   that   apply   to   sport   and   
entertainment   marketing.      9-12     Prerequisite   Bus   Comp   App   1   or   Intro   to   Interactive   Media   
  

BUSINESS   MARKETING    : (0232)     Project-based   class   that   develops   advanced   understanding   of   business   
law,   entrepreneurship,   financial   analysis,   etc.   Capstone   class   focused   on   the   business   and   marketing   world   
of   finance.    Prerequisite   Bus   Comp   App   1   or   Intro   to   Interactive   Media.      10-12   
  

COMPUTER   INFORMATION   TECHNOLOGY:   (0217)     Introduces   students   to   computer   science   through   
programming   concepts   and   skills.   9-12   
  

FAMILY   &   CONSUMER   SCIENCE   

TEEN   LIVING:   (300)    Introduction   to   the   FCS   program.   Explores   nutrition/foods,   money   management,   etc.   
Semester   course     9   
  

NUTRITION   AND   FOOD :    (0320)     Introduction   to   basic   nutrition,   food   preparation,   etc.   &   careers   in   the   food   
industry.   Semester   course    9-11    Prerequisite   Teen   Living   
  

CULINARY   ARTS:   (0321   and   0322)    Class   focuses   on   professional   food   preparation   with   practice   in   
techniques,   employability   skills,   industrial   food   production,   etc.   Year-long   course     Prerequisite:   Nutrition   and   
Food.    11-12   
  

INTERNATIONAL   CUISINE:   (0319)     A   research   based   cooking   course.   Students   will   study   foods   as   a   
method   of   furthering   their   appreciation   of   other   cultures.   Semester   course      Prerequisite:   Nutrition   and   Food.  
10-12   

  



ADV   CULINARY   ARTS:    (0323)    Advanced   learning   of   culinary   skills.   Year-long   course      Prerequisite   
Culinary   Arts     11-12   
  

PARENTING   &   CHILD   DEVELOPMENT:   (0330)     Provides   information/activities   related   to   parenting   &   early   
childhood   development.   Semester   course     11-12   
  

ARTS   &   THEATRE   

ART   1:   (0800)     Basic   skills   for   creating   art   and   improving   drawing,   painting,   &   sculpture   skills   using   pencil,   
colored   pencil,   paint,   etc.     9   -12   
  

DRAWING   &   PAINTING   (TRADITIONAL):   (0804)     Advanced   skills;   projects   in   graphite,   charcoal,   acrylic,   &   
watercolor;   focus   on   Impressionism   &   Surrealism   movements.     Prerequisite   Art   1 .    10-12     
  

DRAWING   &   PAINTING   (CONTEMPORARY):   (0805)     Advanced   skills;   projects   in   graphite,   pen,   marker,   
paint,   etc.;   design   graphic   novel/comic   art,   book   illustration,   concept   design,   and   fashion   design.   
Prerequisite   Art   1 .    See   teacher   for   prerequisite.     10-12   
  

CERAMICS   &   SCULPTURE:   (0802   and   0803)     Skills   learned   in   mixed   and   clay   media;   techniques   include   
glazing,   sgraffito,   decoration   techniques,   paper   mache,   and   pottery   wheel   opportunities.    Prerequisite   Art   1 .   
10-12   
  

ADVANCED   CERAMICS:   (0850   and   0851):     For   advanced   students   who   have   completed   Ceramics   &  
Sculpture.    11-12   
  

ADVANCED   STUDIO   ART:   (0806   and   0807)     High   level   class   expanding   on   advanced   design   and   drawing;   
independent   projects   using   drawing,   painting,   collage,   printmaking,   ceramics.    Prerequisite:   Please   see   the   
teacher.     11-12   
  

CRAFTS:   (0808)     Handcrafted   items,   including   fiber   arts,   batik,   sewing,   crochet/knitting,   glass   etching,   clay,   
jewelry   design,   etc.     9   -12   

  
EXPERIMENTAL   MEDIA:   (0809)     Experimental   art   making,   including   paint   pouring,   marbling,   mixed   media,   
collage,   video,   installation,   performance,   etc.     9   -12   
  

INTRODUCTION   TO   PHOTOGRAPHY:   (0848)    This   course   is   an   introduction   to   photography,   emphasizing   
the   creation   and   manipulation   of   original   images   using   digital   cameras.    9-12   
  

PHOTO   1:    (0849)    Explore   digital   photography   of   historical   and   current   works   of   famous   photographers.   
Learn   how   to   use   digital   camera   features,   become   proficient   in   the   use   of   Adobe   Photoshop,   and   be   
introduced   to   shutter   speeds,   environmental   and   posed   portraits,   guidelines   for   setting   up   a   still   life,   
elements   of   photojournalism,   and   documentary   photography.    Prerequisite   Intro   to   Photo.      9-12   
  

**ADVANCED   PHOTO   1:    Continue   to    explore   digital   photography   of   historical   and   current   works   of   famous   
photographers.   Use   Adobe   Photoshop,   shutter   speeds,   environmental   and   posed   portraits,   still   life,   elements   
of   photojournalism,   and   documentary   photography.    Prerequisite   Photo   1   and   Teacher   Approval.      9-12   
  

STAGECRAFT:   (0854   and   0855)     Develop   skills   behind   the   scenes,   including   design   elements   in   costumes,   
lighting,   properties,   makeup,   and   sound.    Not   an   acting   class.      10-12   
  
  



MUSIC   

UNA   VOCE   GIRL’S   CHOIR:   (0819   and   0829)    Beginning   choir   for   incoming   girls.    9th   
  

NORDIC   CONCERT   CHOIR:   (0820   and   0821)     Singers   will   learn   correct   vocal/production/department;   prep   
choir   for   Anima   Mea,   Madrigals   &   FX   Choir.   10-12     

  
NORSEMEN   MEN’S   CHOIR:   (0838   and   0839)     Sing   challenging/fun   music   from   a   wide   variety   of   genres;   
includes   concert   performances.   9-12   

  
ANIMA   MEA   WOMEN’S   CHOIR:   (0822   and   0823)      Tryouts   needed ;   wide   variety   of   vocal   literature;   required   
public   performances.     9-12   

  
MADRIGAL   SINGERS:   (0824   and   0825)      Tryouts   needed ;   mixed   group   of   elite   singers;   public   
performances   required.       10-12   
  

0   HOUR   FX   SHOW   CHOIR:   (0827   and   0828)    Tryouts   needed;     Mix   of   dancing   and   singing;   required   public   
performances.     9-12   

  
JAZZ   ENSEMBLE:   (0812   and   0813)     Style   of   jazz,   funk,   &   the   blues.    9-12   
  

0   HOUR   MARCHING   BAND:   (0814)     Prepare   shows   for   numerous   performances.   9-12   
  

SYMPHONIC   BAND:(0810   and   0811)     Concert   &   Pep   Band;   develop   musicianship;   program   performances.   
9-12   
  

WIND   ENSEMBLE:   (0843   and   0844)     More   advanced   instrumentalist.     Auditions   required.     9-12   
  

PERCUSSION   ENSEMBLE:   (0815   and   0816)     Percussion   instruments;   different   styles   of   music;   public   
performances.    9-12   

  
BEGINNING   GUITAR:   (0840):      Learn   basic   guitar;    provide   your   own   guitar.    9-12   
  

ORCHESTRA:   (0817   and   0818)    Violin/fiddle,   viola,   cello,   or   string   bass   -   all   skill   levels.    9-12   
  

CHAMBER   ORCHESTRA:   (0845   and   0846)    Advanced   orchestra   requires   2   years   of   experience   playing   a   
string   instrument.     Audition   required     10-12   
  

HISTORY   OF   ROCK   &   ROLL:    (0798)    This   class   is   designed   to   give   the   student   a   sense   of   how   modern   
music   came   into   being.   It   will   also   demonstrate   how   it   has   played   an   important   role   in   modern   society.   
Students   will   study   music   and   society   from   the   early   20th   century   through   music   heard   today.   Links   will   be   
made   to   the   historical   events   that   helped   create   the   music   most   listened   to   in   today’s   society.    9-12   

FOREIGN   LANGUAGE   

SPANISH   I   DC :    (0900   and   0901)     Learn   basic   vocabulary   and   sentence   structure   through   short   stories,   
skits,   class   work,   pictures,   &   films.      9-12   
  

SPANISH   II   DC :    (0902   and   0903)    Learn   basic   vocabulary   and   sentence   structure   through   short   stories,   
skits,   class   work,   pictures,   &   films.    Prerequisite   Spanish   1.     10   -12   
  
  



SPANISH   III   DC:    (0904   and   0905)     Learn   new   concepts/topics,   &   other   applications   beyond   Spanish   II.   
Emphasis   on   conversational   skills.    Prerequisite   Spanish   2.      10-12   
  

**SPANISH   IV   DC:    (0906   and   0907)     Learn   new   concepts/topics,   &   other   applications   beyond   Spanish   III.   
Emphasis   on   conversational   and   writing   skills.    Prerequisite   Spanish   3.      11-12   
  

AMERICAN   SIGN   LANGUAGE   I   DC:   (0920   and   0921)     Introduction   to   basic   ASL   conversation,   vocabulary,   
&   grammar;   focus   on   conversation   in   ASL.    9-12   
  

AMERICAN   SIGN   LANGUAGE   II   DC:   (0922   and   0923)     New   vocabulary,   grammar,   &   sentence   structure   
building   on   ASL   I   skills.    Prerequisite:    ASL   1.   10-12   
  

AMERICAN   SIGN   LANGUAGE   III   DC:   (0924   and   0925)     Continues   to   introduce   &   build   vocabulary,   
focusing   on   mastery   of   ASL   grammar,   etc.    Prerequisite:    ASL   2.     11-12   
  

OTHER   LANGUAGE   ARTS   

READER’S   CHOICE:   (0456)     Design   your   own   reading   list   and   complete   extensive   reading   &   writing   
responses.   9-12  

  
ANNUAL   STAFF   (YEARBOOK):   (0480   and   0481)     Learn   skills   in   time   management,   marketing,   teamwork,   
and    photography.    10-12   See   teacher   for   application.     
  

FILM   AS   LITERATURE:    (0436)    Literature   with   focus   on   film   history,   techniques,   and   genres.   11-12   
  

PHYSICAL   EDUCATION   

GIRL’S   BEGINNING   STRENGTH:   (1000   and   1001)     Focusing   on   health-related   fitness   components   by   
integrating   basic   lifting   components   and   basic   skill-related   fitness   components.    9-12   

  
**9TH   PE:   (1002   and   1003)      Focus   on   individual   and   team   fitness   activities.   Students   will   participate   each   
day   and   will   need   to   wear   attire   that   will   allow   them   to   safely   and   appropriately   participate   in   physical   activity   
while   following   dress   code   guidelines.      9th   grade   only   
  

0   HOUR   ADVANCED   STRENGTH   TRAINING   DC:   (1008   and   1009)     Weight   lifting   class   for   individuals   
involved   in   extracurricular   activities.      10-12     

  
BOYS   BEGINNING   STRENGTH   TRAINING:   (1010   and   1011)     Focusing   on   health-related   fitness   
components   by   integrating   basic   lifting   components   and   basic   skill-related   fitness   components.    9-12   
  

ADVANCED   STRENGTH   TRAINING   DC:   (1014   and   1015)    Weight   lifting   class   for   individuals   involved   in   
extracurricular   activities.   This   class   will   focus   on   both   health-related   and   skill-related   fitness   components..   
9-12   

  
GIRLS   LIFETIME   ACTIVITIES:   (1018   and   1019)     Integration   of   lifetime   sports   such   as   tennis,   disc   golf,   
badminton   and   pickleball,   table   tennis,   etc.   10-12   
  

BOYS   LIFETIME   ACTIVITIES:   (1020   and   1023)     Integration   of   lifetime   sports   such   as   tennis,   disc   golf,   
badminton   and   pickleball,   table   tennis,   etc.    10-12     
  
  



SCIENCE     

APPLIED   SCIENCES   -     
THESE   ARE    NOT    LAB   CREDIT   CLASSES/THEY   WILL   COUNT   FOR   SCIENCE   ELECTIVES.   

  
INTRO   LIVESTOCK   INDUSTRY:   (0110)     Introduces   basic   concepts   of   animal   nutrition,   health   behavior,   etc.   
9-11   

  
VETERINARY   SCIENCE:   (0144)    Course   offers   the   opportunity   to   use   prior   knowledge   of   anatomy   and   
physiology   by   the   introduction   of   principles   of   disease   diagnosis   and   surgery.   Counts   for   science   credit.   
Prerequisites:   Intro   to   Livestock   Industry   and   Animal   Science.     10-12   
  

STANDARDS   OF   ANIMAL   SCIENCE:   (0146)    Capstone   class.    Offers   an   advanced   foundation   in   genetics,   
nutrition,   marketing   management,   ration   formulation   and   facilities   planning.   Counts   for   science   credit.   
Prerequisites:    Intro   to   Animal   Science   and   Vet   Science.     11-12   

  
LANDSCAPE   DESIGN:   (0120)    Intermediate   course   in   Horticulture   Pathway.   Identify   plants,   tools,   and   
architectural   features   used   in   modern   landscaping.   Includes   greenhouse   activities.   9-12   

  
LAB   SCIENCES   -   THESE   COURSES    WILL    COUNT   FOR   LAB   CREDIT.   

  
HUMAN   STRUCTURES   &   FUNCTION   DC:   (0614   and   0615)       All   body   systems   are   studied.   
Recommended   for   students   pursuing   a   medical   profession.     Prerequisite:   Biology    10-12  

  
PHYSICS   DC:   (0606   and   0607)      Intro.   to   basic   physics.     Prerequisite:   see   teacher .   11-12   

  
INTRO   AG   PLANT   INDUSTRY:   (0121)     Study   of   soil   science,   plant   identification,   greenhouse   management,   
etc.   Counts   for   science   credit.    10-12   
  

ORNAMENTAL   HORT:   (0127)     Examines   plant   cell   structure,   plant   processes,   etc.   in   greenhouse   &   nursery   
production;   some   landscape   design.   Counts   for   science   credit.      Prerequisite:    Hort   1 .      11-12   
  

ANIMAL   SCIENCE:   (0109)    Develops   knowledge   &   skills   related   to   animal   nutrition,   health,   breeding,   etc.   
Counts   for   science   credit.     Prerequisite:   Intro   to   Livestock   Industry     9-12   
  

OCEANOGRAPHY:   (0618) This   course   presents   an   overview   of   the   principles   and   concepts   of   the   geology,   
chemistry,   physics,   and   biology   of   the   world’s   oceans.    Prerequisite:   Biology        11-12   
  

ENVIRONMENTAL   SCIENCE:   (0624)     The   course   is   dedicated   to   understanding   the   interactions   between   
earth’s   natural   systems   and   human   populations.   This   course   is   designed   to   include   the   physical   and   life   
sciences   and   focus   on   breadth   and   interrelated   relevant   current   events   into   a   scientific   lens.    Prerequisite:   
Biology     11-12   

HUMAN   ECOLOGY:   (0609)      A   study   of   human-caused   stress   on   the   environment.    Prerequisite:   Biology   
10-12   

  
IDAHO   GEOLOGY:(0610)     Intro   to   the   orientation   to   the   natural   history   of   Idaho’s   topography.    Prerequisite:   
Biology    10-12   
  
  
  



  
  

SOCIAL   STUDIES   

STREET   LAW:   (0715)     A   comprehensive   study   of   the   judicial   system.       9-12   
  

STUDENT   COUNCIL :    (1170   and   1171)     Required   for   all   ASB   officers.   Students   will   work   to   identify   goals   
and   projects   for   the   school   year.     9-12   
PSYCHOLOGY:(0729)     Introduction   to   the   specific   study   of   behavior   &   mental   process.     10-12   
  

GLOBAL   TURNING   POINTS:   (0796)    Students   discuss   international   crises   and   the   countries   working   to   
solve   them.    10-12   
  

PUBLIC   POLICY:   (0711   and   0712 )    Public   Policy   is   a   course   where   current   political/social   topics   and   issues   
are   analyzed   and   discussed   from   multiple   perspectives.   Skills   of   persuasion,   rhetoric,   and   dialogue   are   all   
practiced.   This   course   is   required   for   MHS   Debate/Speech   Team   members.   Extracurricular   competitions   are   
available,   but   not   mandatory.    9-12     
  

MISC.     

TEACHER   AIDE:   (1160   and   1161)    Per   staff   approval;   pass/fail   grade.    11-12   
OFFICE   AIDE:   (1162   and   1163)    Per   staff   approval;   pass/fail   grade.    11-12   
IT   HELP   DESK:   (0297   and   0298)    Per   staff   approval;   pass/fail   grade.     9-12   
  

LIBRARY   AIDE:   (1166   and   1167)     Students   gain   skills   to   work   in   a   school   or   public   library;    letter   grade.   
11-12   Interview   required.     
  

ACADEMIC   TUTOR:   (1205   and   1206)    This   course   involves   interaction   with   students,   teachers   and   support   
personnel   at   the   elementary   level   or   in   special   education   classes.    This   course   incorporates   tutoring   in   a   
wide   range   of   subjects.   This   class   may   be   repeated   once.    Pass/fail   grade.    11-12.   

  
PEER   TUTOR:   (1207   and   1208)     Provides   students   the   opportunity   to   assist   students   with   disabilities.   
Permission   from   instructors.      Pass/fail   grade.     10-12     

  
WORK   BASED   LEARNING:   (1180   and   1181)     For   students   who   work   180   hours   or   more   per   semester   at   a   
job.    Pass/fail   grade.    11-12   
  

NO   CREDIT   COURSES   

RELIGIOUS   RELEASE   TIME:   (1130   and   1131)   OR   LAUNCH   PAD:(1132   and   1133)     Religious;   no   credit   
course.    9-12   

  
*OPPORTUNITY   CENTER:   ONLINE   CLASS   SUPPORT      Available   through   counselor   referral;   no   credit   
course.   9-12     


